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Quasi-free "Second Quantization"
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Abstract. Araki and Wyss considered in 1964 a map A^Q(A) of one-particle
trace-class observables on a complex Hilbert-space J f into the fermion
C*-algebra 2I(Jf) over Jf\ In particular they considered this mapping in a
quasi-free representation.

We extend the map A^Q(A) in a quasi-free representation labelled by
T, O ^ T ^ / , to all AeB(je)sa such that tr{TA{i-T)A)<co with Q{A) now
affiliated with the algebra. This generalizes some well-known results of Cook
on the Fock-representation T = 0.

1. Introduction

Let 2Ipf) denote the fermion C*-algebra over a complex Hubert space Jf, i.e.
there exists a conjugate linear mapping f\->a(f) of jtf* into 2ί(Jf), whose range
generates 2I(JT) as a C*-algebra such that a(f)a(g)* + a{g)*a(f) = </, g}I, a(f)a(g) +
α(g)α(/) = 0 for all f, geJΊ? and where < , •> denotes the inner product on J^7.

A gauge-invariant quasi-free state ωτ of 9I(Jf) is uniquely defined by the
n-point functions ωτ{a{fnY...a{fιfa{g1)...a(gm)) = δnmάQi{<κgi, T/)» where
TeB(Jf) and 0 ̂  T ̂  /. Denote by J^Γ, πτ and ΩΓ the Hilbert-space, the representa-
tion, and the cyclic unit-vector associated with ωτ via the GΛΉ-construction,
i.e. ωj(x) = (ΩT9 πτ(x)Ωτ), xe^(^\

Let A be a self-adjoint (s.a.) finite-rank operator on J>f, i.e. there exists an
N

orthonormal set {un}^=ι in j f and αneIR such that y l / = J] ocnMfl<MM5/) for
n = 1

/eJ f . Araki and Wyss [1] considered the following map Q of finite-rank s.a.

operators on Jf7 into 9ί(Jf )sa, 4hV(2(>l)= ^ αnα(Mw)*α(ww), which has the following
properties: n = 1

Q(A) + Q(B) = Q(A + B), (1.1)

(1.2)

-\). (1.3)


